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Equities
Last 
Price 5-D (%) 1M (%) YTD (%)

Americas
S&P 500 Index 3,957 3.95% 7.59% -16.97%
NASDAQ Composite Index 11,196 5.98% 4.87% -28.44%
Dow Jones Industrial Average 33,536 2.16% 11.10% -7.71%
Europe
Euro Stoxx 50 3,887 4.82% 12.96% -9.56%
FTSE 100 Index 7,385 1.17% 6.72% 0.01%
CAC 40 Index 6,579 2.63% 9.11% -8.00%
DAX Index 14,313 5.76% 13.16% -9.89%
Swiss Market Index 10,999 2.32% 4.77% -14.57%
FTSE MIB 24,596 4.70% 15.37% -10.06%
Asia Pacific Indices
Nikkei 225 28,000 1.30% 3.26% -3.10%
Hang Seng Index 18,191             9.87% 7.55% -22.25%
CSI  300 Index 3,852 2.75% 0.37% -22.02%
KOSPI Index 2,471 3.00% 9.83% -17.01%
S&P/ ASX 200 7,345 2.73% 5.29% -5.58%
Nifty 50 18,329 0.69% 4.82% 5.62%

Source: MarketWatch, Bloomberg
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Market rallied quite strongly last week as US inflation numbers came out lower
than anticipated last month (7.7% vs anticipated forecast of 8%). Markets are
now anticipating a more likely 50-bps rate hike in December rather than the 75-
bps that was earlier feared. The University of Michigan survey shows consumer
inflation expectations to be around 5.1% for the coming year with 3% annually in
the following 5-10 years.

The midterm elections are still close with the Republicans gaining a slim majority
of the House of Representatives; However, the win in Nevada ensures the
Democrats maintain control of the US Senate. This would imply lesser resistance
for the Biden administration should they choose to raise the debt ceiling before
year end.

Chinese markets also rallied as regulators rolled out 16 policy measures to
support the property sector. The government also released a 20-point playbook
from the National Health Commission aimed at reducing the economic and social
impact of the pandemic measures. Although markets have rallied, trade and
inflation numbers still pose a challenge to the Chinese markets – the G20
summit and the meeting of President Biden and President Xi Jinping prior to the
summit is key to accessing the US-China trade relations.

The collapse of crypto exchange FTX led to a decline in crypto-assets
underscoring the need to exercise caution in crypto-investing given the lack of
regulatory oversight. In the Eurozone, Germany showed 10.5% headline
inflation, scaling new highs since the 1990’s reunification- mainly due to higher
food and energy costs. Short dated bond yields in Euro rose sharply end of last
week, signaling that the Eurozone could be heading for a recession. Germany,
the Euro area's largest economy is particularly hit by the higher cost of energy
as it comes to terms with zero carbon emissions and the transition of the auto
industry to electric vehicles. On the bright side, banks higher rates encourage
bank profitability and strong capital rations could assist the government in
providing support to the economy in case of a downturn.



Commodities
Last Price 5-D (%) 1M (%) YTD (%)

Energy
WTI Crude Futures/ bbl 85.08 -7.37% -0.80% +12.85%
Brent Crude Futures/ bbl 92.60 -5.44% +0.67% +18.81%
Natural Gas Futures / MMBTU 6.449 -8.51% +7.70% +79.69%
Metals
Aluminium Futures/ MT 2,439 +4.03% +6.51% -13.28%
Copper Futures/ Lb 8,415 +4.48% +11.73% -13.74%
Nickel Active Futures/ MT 28,955 +21.51% +32.82% +39.85%
Gold Spot $/Oz 1,773 +5.80% 7.13% -3.11%
Silver Spot $/Oz 22.115 +6.32% +18.90% -5.31%
Agriculture
Cotton Futures / Lb 84.01 -3.92% +0.85% -25.42%
Corn Futures/ Bu 656 -2.89% -3.92% +10.72%
Soybean Futures/ Bu 1,440 -0.67% +4.05% +7.48%
Sugar Futures/ Lb 19.81 +6.05% +5.82% +5.32%
Wheat Generic Futures/ Bu 815 -3.83% -5.12% 5.81%

Currencies
Last Price 5-D (%) 1M (%) YTD (%)

EUR / USD 1,0349 2.69% 4.93% -9.03%
GBP / USD 1.1802 2.22% 4.24% -12.76%
CHF / USD 1.0609 4.57% 5.47% -3.21%
USD / JPY 139.99 -3.91% -6.19% 21.63%
USD / CNY 7.0330 -2.98% -2.35% 10.65%
Fixed Income

Last Price 5-D (bps) 1M (bps) YTD (bps)

US 10 Year 3.862% -27.08 -14.87 +234.84
Germany 10 Year 2.146% -13.70 -14.32 +232.30
Italy 10 Year 4.143% -24.10 -53.21 +299.21
Spain 10 Year 3.188% -11.61 -20.18 +261.85
UK 10 Year 3.358% -19.20 -58.97 +238.76
Japan 10 Year 0.245% -0.71 -1.43 +17.28
US Treasury 3M Bill 4.183% +2.33 +28.19 +413.28
US Generic Govt. 2Y 4.374% -28.50 -6.95 +364.38
US Generic Govt. 30 Y 4.046% -23.04 +1.59 +213.96

On the longer end of the yield curve, the 10-year US treasury yield dropped to below 4% as the expectation for a 50-bps hike rose vs. the feared 75-bps.
Markets have lowered the forecast for the terminal federal funds rate to below 5%. The decline in longer maturity yields and the expected moderation in
the Fed rate hike schedule led to a drop in the US Dollar, registering the largest decline since 2009. Gold also rallied on Thursday. As monetary policy
converges between the ECB and the US Fed, this could support a stronger Euro vs. the USD.

Commodities, FX and Bonds

Source: MarketWatch, Bloomberg

Source: MarketWatch, Bloomberg
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Economic Calendar

Source: Bloomberg Markets, Morning Star
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Nov 16, 2022

United Kingdom: Core Inflation Rate YoY (OCT)
United Kingdom: Inflation Rate YoY (OCT)
Euro Area: ECB Financial Stability Review
United States: Retail Sales MoM
United States: NAHB Housing Market Index
United States: Fed Waller Speech
Earnings Release: NVIDIA Corp, Tencent Holdings, Cisco Systems Inc., Lowes Companies, Ping An 
Insurance, Target Corp, Raiffeisen Bank, 

Nov 17, 2022

Euro Area: Core Inflation Rate YoY Final (OCT)
Euro Area: Inflation Rate YoY (OCT)
United Kingdom: UK Autumn Statement
United States: Housing Starts MoM
United States: Initial Jobless Claims
United States: Fed Bowman Speech
United States: Fed Jefferson Speech
Earnings Release: Alibaba Group Holding, Siemens AG, BYD Co., Applied Materials Inc., Palo Alto 
Networks, Nintendo Co., Weibo, Farfetch

Forecast: 6.5%     Previous: 6.6%
Forecast: 8% Previous: 8.2%
Forecast: 220K Previous: 217K

Forecast: $-90B Previous: $-430B

Forecast: 6.5%     Previous: 6.6%
Forecast: 8% Previous: 8.2%
Forecast: 220K Previous: 217K

Forecast: $-90B Previous: $-430B

Nov 18, 2022

Japan: Inflation Rate YoY (OCT)
Japan: Core Inflation Rate
Euro Area: ECB President Lagarde Speech
Earnings Release: JD.com, Foot Locker Inc. 



Disclaimer
SH Capital Ltd. (“SH Capital”) is duly licensed and regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority (Registration No. 4435). This material is intended for professional clients
or market counterparties only (all terms are defined in the DFSA COB Rules) and no other person should act upon it. The financial products or services to which this material
relates will only be made available to a client who meets the professional client or market counterparty requirements as defined by the DFSA. This document is a marketing
material and is for informational purposes only and must not be construed to be an advice to invest or otherwise in any investment or financial product. SH Capital does not
guarantee as to adequacy, accuracy, completeness or reliability of any information or data contained herein and under no circumstances whatsoever none of such information or
data be construed as an advice or trading strategy or recommendation to deal (Buy/Sell) in any investment or financial product. SH Capital is not responsible or liable for any
result, gain or loss, based on this information, in whole or in part.

This publication should not be construed as an offer, recommendation or solicitation to purchase or dispose of any securities/financial instruments/products or to enter in any
transaction or adopt any hedging, trading or investment strategy. Neither this publication nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of any contract or commitment
whatsoever. Distribution of this publication does not oblige SH Capital to enter into any transaction. The content of this publication should not be considered legal, regulatory,
credit, tax or accounting advice. Anyone proposing to rely on or use the information contained in the publication should independently verify and check the accuracy,
completeness, reliability and suitability of the information and should obtain independent and specific advice from appropriate professionals or experts regarding information
contained in this publication.

SH Capital makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of any report or statistical data made in or in connection with this publication and accepts
no responsibility whatsoever for any loss or damage caused by any act or omission taken as a result of the information contained in this publication. This document is a
marketing material and has been prepared by individual(s), marketing and/or research personnel of mentioned herein, is appropriate in the light of its existing portfolio holdings
and/or investment needs. It has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and as such is purely a
marketing communication. In this publication, any opinions, news, research, analysis, prices, or other information constitute is a general market commentary, and do not
constitute the opinion or advice of SH Capital or any form of personal or investment advice. SH Capital neither endorses nor guarantees offerings of third party, nor is SH
Capital responsible for the content, veracity or opinions of third-party speakers, presenters, participants or providers. SH Capital will not accept liability for any loss or damage,
including without limitation to, any loss of profit, which may arise directly or indirectly from use of or reliance on such information. Charts, graphs and related data or
information provided in this publication are intended to serve for illustrative purposes only. Past performance does not guarantee future results. Neither SH Capital nor any of
its affiliates, group companies, directors, employees, agents or representatives assume any liability, nor shall they be made liable for any damages whether direct, indirect,
Information or data provided by means in this publication may have special or consequential including loss of revenue or profits that may arise from or in connection with the
use of the information provided in this publication. Services offered by SH Capital include products that can result in losses that exceed deposits. Before deciding to trade on
any financial products, you should consider your investment objectives, risk tolerance and your level of experience on these products. Trading with leverage carries significant
risk of losses and as such margin products are not suitable for every investor and you should ensure that you understand the risks involved and should seek independent advice
from professionals or experts if necessary.
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